Abstract-A technique is proposed to selectively harden complex combinational logic circuits to single-event (SE) upsets. Propagation paths with sensitive nodes are identified and hardened while minimizing impact on circuit performance.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
OFT errors in memory circuits have been a greater concern compared to soft errors in combinational logic for the same technology, since memories contain the largest density of vulnerable bits. Future technologies with smaller feature sizes and higher operating frequencies will cause an increased soft error rate in combinational logic circuits that will significantly contribute to the overall soft error rate of the system [1] - [4] . However, the traditional approach using a specialized radiationhardened manufacturing process, typically two to three generations behind the commercial process, involves significant penalties [5] . Designing complex combinational logic circuits with these radiation-hardened processes would result in two to three times more area and would have considerable performance constraints. Hence, as the feature size continues to shrink, mitigating soft errors in combinational logic circuits without large performance overhead is imperative.
The functionality of the combinational circuit has a significant influence in the soft error rate and sensitive cross-section. All the cells in the circuit are not equally sensitive [6] - [8] . For example, a strike on the combinational block responsible for shifting would not have any effect on the output while executing an arithmetic instruction. However a strike on a gate that generates the select signals for the data multiplexers in a circuit can result in a completely different output. All the nodes in the circuit would be sensitive for some data input to that node, but the most important metric in determining the sensitivity is to Manuscript evaluate the number of times the node has an active path to the output. If the most sensitive cells in the circuit are identified; simple hardening techniques could be implemented selectively to minimize performance and area penalties. Some techniques commonly used for hardening combinational logic are aimed at reducing the effective cross-section of the sensitive cells by either replicating the cells (spatial redundancy) or using multiple sampling of the same node (temporal redundancy) [9] , [10] , [12] . However, redundancy techniques have huge area/performance penalties. In addition, the voter circuit used to filter out the incorrect output is sensitive to ion strikes.
Other techniques used for hardening combinational logic increase the charge required to generate a single-event (SE) transient pulse and hence the threshold critical charge, . The of a node can be raised either by increasing the transistor current drive (increasing the W/L ratios of the transistors) or by adding additional capacitance at the output node of the logic gate [9] - [11] . The above-mentioned techniques for increasing are simple in implementation, but involve huge area, performance, or power penalties if used to harden all the cells because area, power, and speed are proportional to the current drive within the cell.
In this paper we apply the idea of identifying the sensitive cells or nodes in the complex circuits and hardening these nodes selectively by increasing the transistor drive strengths. The selective hardening methodology for the combinational logic is implemented on a 4-bit Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) data path of a LEON2 SPARC V8 processor Integer Unit [13] , [21 ] . The hardening process involves three steps: 1) identification of sensitive nodes, 2) ranking of sensitive nodes based on the sensitivity, and 3) hardening the most sensitive nodes selected from the soft error distribution. The impact on area is assessed for hardening by increasing the drive strength. The results presented here show that the selectively hardened circuit achieves a similar cross-section when compared to a fully hardened circuit (all cells in the data path hardened) but only uses 61% of the area. A selectively hardened circuit can eliminate 82% of the soft errors using a total area less than the standard 3X penalty for Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss the methodology to identify the sensitive nodes. In Section III, we present the simulation details. In Section IV, we discuss the simulation results and the selection of sensitive nodes based on the soft error distribution. In Section V, we present the results of selectively hardening the sensitive nodes identified in Section IV. In Section VI, we present the area impact of selective hardening discussed in Section V. Section VII provides a discussion of the results, and Section VIII is the conclusion.
II. IDENTIFICATION OF SENSITIVE NODES
A particle strike on a combinational logic circuit can alter the value produced by the circuit. However, the transient change caused by the particle strike will not affect the computational results unless it is captured by the sequential elements in the circuit. Not all the transients originating in a combinational logic node propagate to the output. Propagation of a transient to the output depends upon the following masking effects [6] - [8] , [14] : a) logical masking occurs in the absence of an active path from the sensitive node to the output ports/latches; b) latch-window masking arises when the transient generated from a sensitive node reaches the latch/flip-flop at an instant other than the clock window for latching; c) electrical masking causes the generated transient to attenuate as it passes through the active path from the sensitive node to the output port/latches. These masking effects can result in a significantly lower soft error rate in combinational logic circuits [14] . However, as the feature size decreases and the combinational logic on a chip increases, these masking effects could diminish. At higher operating frequencies, the latch window masking effect could be significantly reduced. This combined effect would result in an increased sensitivity of the combinational logic.
In order to identify the sensitive nodes in the integer unit of the LEON2 SPARC V8 processor, a CAD tool named SEUTool [15] is used which combines logic propagation and SPICE simulations to efficiently simulate SE strikes on every node in the circuit. In [7] and [8] , a methodology to identify sensitive nodes has been proposed. In [8] , the algorithm proposed does a worst-case estimation by assuming all the strikes would generate a transient of critical amplitude. Input conditions to the transistors in a logic gate influence the nature of the generated transient. A transient which pulls the output down to ground would not have any effect if the other input conditions already drive the output to ground. Hence a combination of VHDL logic and SPICE simulations is necessary to more accurately determine the sensitivity of a node.
Any transient that propagates to an internal latch is a soft fault (SF). However, if the transient propagates to an observable output port, it is termed as a soft error. SEUTool generates a list of nodes that produce soft faults and soft errors for a given set of input instructions and data.
The SPICE simulations are performed taking into consideration accurate loading information of the logic block under test to determine the transient characteristics. The flowchart in Fig. 1 illustrates the process flow in the identification of the vulnerable nodes.
In order to illustrate the selective hardening methodology, a 4-bit data path was hardened within the LEON2 integer unit. This circuit includes all components associated with the leastsignificant four bits (two data inputs and one data output). The 4-bit data path consists of 210 gates and 12 flip flops which form a total of 222 nodes. Since it is a common practice to design data paths by duplicating instances of a 4-bit data path, this hardening methodology could be replicated for other instances to harden the whole 32-bit integer unit. An exhaustive set of logic simulations were performed for the 4-bit ALU bit slice by executing the following ALU instructions: ADD, SUB, AND, OR, XOR, XNOR, SHIFT_RIGHT, SHIFT_LEFT. All the possible 256 data inputs were applied to the 4-bit ALU while executing the above-mentioned instructions. Logical bit flips were introduced in every node in the circuit to identify the propagation paths to the output. For SHIFT_LEFT and SHIFT_RIGHT instructions, only 90 data input combinations are required to test all the shift distances. The results of the exhaustive simulation set are used to determine the logic masking probability for every node in the circuit [6] , [7] , [14] .
To estimate the sensitive cross-section using SEUTool, probability equations presented in [6] were used. Strikes on combinational logic propagating to storage elements and direct strikes on latches were simulated. A brief summary of the probability equations used in SEUTool [6] is given below.
There are three inherent assumptions in SEUTool modeling: 1) operation of the circuit is synchronous, 2) the probability of two single-event (SE) strikes to a particular node on the same clock cycle is 0, and 3) electrical masking is neglected. The reason for ignoring electrical masking is due to the difficulty in performing SPICE transient propagation simulations in large processor circuits. VHDL logic propagations simulations are used to identify propagation paths and worst-case estimate for sensitive cross-section is obtained by ignoring electrical masking effect. Using the above assumptions and given an SE hit of collected charge anywhere in the circuit during a particular clock cycle , then , the probability that the SE hit occurs at node and causes a soft fault in the clock cycle , is given by (1) where, given an SE strike depositing at a random location anywhere within the total circuit area, is the probability that node will generate an output perturbation above the logic noise margin and thus produce an erroneous logic signal.
is a deterministic measure that, given an erroneous signal originating at node during clock cycle , the signal will propagate to latch . The probability is the probability that a randomly arriving logic signal along an active path from to will corrupt the latch . is the probability of storage for the latch which is the maximum for all latches with active paths from . corresponds to the latch-window masking probability. The probability that a random SE hit occurs at node and causes an observable error at the output pin during the clock cycle is given by (2) where is a deterministic measure that, given a SF originating from node during clock cycle , the SF will appear as an error at the circuit's output during subsequent clock cycles. This is repeated for all the cells in the circuit and the total sensitive cross-section is estimated for all the combinational logic cells in the circuit.
The above probability formulas are used to estimate sensitive cross-section with the aid of SEUTool and SPICE simulations. The sensitive cell area is assumed to be the drain area of the cell transistors. Fig. 1 shows the SEUTool flow for sensitive crosssection estimation. The circuit under test and corresponding test bench is the input to SEUTool. SEUTool edits the netlist of the circuit under test and performs logic propagation simulations to determine the deterministic factors and . The deterministic factors and can be calculated from the VHDL propagation simulations. Logical bitflips are simulated on every node in the circuit for all possible data input combinations.
is calculated as the number of times a logical bit-flip propagated to a latch divided by the total number of simulations. Similarly, is given by the number of times a logic-bit flip caused an error at the output port divided by the total number of simulations performed. For the 4-bit ALU, a total of 256 simulations were performed for every node in the circuit to determine and . The propagation simulations determine a list of library cells that could create soft errors. These cells are then simulated in SPICE by striking all the nodes in the cell (both internal and external). The SPICE simulations are used to identify data input combinations that generate a transient greater than the threshold (0.5 )Theprobability istheratioofthenumberoftimes the transient exceeds the threshold over the total number of SPICE simulations for the cell. This probability , combined with is used to calculate the probability of latching. A similar analysis is performed for direct strikes on latches. Strikes within the vulnerable window of the latches are considered to estimate the sensitive cross-section.
III. SIMULATION DETAILS
The LEON2 is a synthesizable VHDL model of a 32-bit processor compliant with the SPARC V8 architecture. The model is highly configurable and particularly suitable for system-on-achip (SOC) designs. The LEON2 SPARC V8 processor was designed under contract from the European Space Agency and has successfully been used in various commercial and research endeavors [13] , [21] . The standard version of the LEON2 is made freely available in full source code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL).
The simulations performed in this paper use the integer processing unit which consists of a five-stage pipelined integer processor. The integer unit was synthesized with ASIC libraries developed by the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) using 0.18 TSMC process information [16] .
IV. SEUTOOL SIMULATION RESULTS
SEUTool is a VHDL-based soft error simulator which analyzes SEU propagation after the occurrence of a SE strike. SEUTool logic simulations were performed on the 4-bit ALU data path to determine the number of times a node has an active path to the output and the masking probabilities associated with the transient propagation. SPICE simulations were performed on the library cells for a range of charge from 20 fC to 1600 fC. The sensitive cross-section is evaluated for both the combinational logic and the latches in the 4-bit ALU bit slice. The sensitive cross-section obtained from SEUTool is independent of a space radiation environment and can be attributed to the effects of the circuit architecture, the input data, and the instructions executed. SEUTool simulates all the nodes in the circuit and the sensitive cross-section obtained is based on the list of sensitive nodes from the propagation simulations. 
A. Sensitive Cross-Section Results
As the deposited charge increases, the sensitive cross-section for the data path increases [ Fig. 2(a) ]. SEUTool and SPICE simulations on the 4-bit ALU data path show that the combinational block in the circuit has a total sensitive cross-section which is an order of magnitude greater than the total sensitive cross-section of the latches. This effect would be magnified in circuits with larger combinational logic components compared to latches.
Sensitive cross-section values were also estimated while executing some common ALU instructions. Sensitive cross-section varies with the instruction executed [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Each instruction exercises a different portion of the logic block, and only those nodes corresponding to the instruction would be sensitive to a particle strike. Sensitive cross-section also increases with the increase in the complexity of the function being implemented. For example, the sensitive cross-section of an ADD combinational block is greater than the sensitive cross-section of an OR combinational block. The cross-section curves in Fig. 2(a) and (b) are specific to the 4-bit ALU data path and are also dependent on the mapping effort selected during synthesis.
Synthesis algorithms are designed to optimize selected parameters such as area. During synthesis of the design, the compiler will try to use a minimum number of logic gates to construct a circuit. Selecting a higher mapping effort during synthesis would result in a circuit with overlapping functionality. For example an XOR logic function can be implemented by taking a signal output from an XOR gate used to implement an adder circuit. In this case a strike on the adder XOR gate would affect both ADD and XOR functions. In such a case, the sensitive cross-section curves across various instructions might not be significantly different. Understanding the sensitivity across various instructions can lead to an intelligent selection of test vectors to determine the sensitivity of nodes within the circuit.
B. Distribution of Soft Errors
Although there are separate combinational blocks for different functions, the circuit also has common nodes that would be sensitive across all instructions. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the soft errors observed for all the nodes in the circuit. The cumulative distribution of the soft errors shows that 50% of the nodes contribute to 82% of the soft errors. In this circuit, 50% of the nodes correspond to an actual node count of 105.
The nodes that contribute the most are likely shared among various instructions. As we move further along the cumulative distribution curve, we see that the contribution to the total number of soft errors decreases, and that these nodes are relatively less sensitive. To get maximum return on resources, the user may choose to harden those nodes which contribute to 82% of the soft errors. Because these nodes have a significant contribution to the total sensitive cross-section, selective hardening of these critical nodes can produce a sensitive cross-section comparable to hardening all the nodes. The most sensitive 105 combinational logic nodes were selected using both the SEUTool analysis and the calculation of masking probabilities.
V. HARDENING SENSITIVE NODES
A particle strike on a node results in the generation of a voltage transient. The magnitude of the voltage transient is dependent upon the load capacitance at the node, transistor drive strength, and the collected charge. This transient could be limited by either increasing the drive strength of the sensitive transistors or by increasing the node capacitance [9] , [10] , [17] . Increasing the capacitance of the node will result in significant speed penalties in addition to the area penalty. Large values of capacitances can also filter out legitimate logic signals in high frequency circuits. Increasing drive strength could result in area and speed penalties, but the penalties could be optimized by selective hardening.
Both [18] and [19] discuss the impact of a selective hardening strategy with different transistor sizing on the soft error probability in analog-to-digital converters. Those results show that for larger values (5 pC-10 pC) of deposited charge, transistor sizing increases the soft error sensitivity. However, for the 4-bit ALU data path the sensitive cross-section saturates around 1.5 pC and for this charge range results in [18] and [19] shows a decrease in sensitivity with increase in the transistor sizes.
The AND-OR inverter (AOI) is the most sensitive cell in the 105 selected cells. The AOI cell was simulated in SPICE to determine the transistor sizing for hardening. The drive strengths . A worst-case sizing factor of 3X is used to eliminate soft errors in all the 105 sensitive nodes. For smaller cells, a factor less than 3X would be sufficient to limit the transient to 0.5 . However, the 3X increase in size for all the 105 cells would give a worst-case impact on the area.
A. Selective Hardening of Sensitive Nodes by Transistor Sizing
The sensitive cross-section was estimated for the combinational logic by selectively hardening the most sensitive 105 nodes in the soft error distribution (Fig. 5) . Because all the soft errors resulting from the strikes on these nodes are removed, the sensitive areas of those nodes no longer contribute to the overall cross-section. However, there is still some contribution from the remaining unhardened 50% of the logic nodes. This results in an order of magnitude decrease in the sensitive cross-section from selectively hardening 50% of sensitive nodes. Further, the nodes are insensitive up to a deposited charge of 0.6 pC. In this case, additional hardening of combinational logic would not yield any improvement in the total sensitive cross-section due to the limit posed by the unhardened latches. Traditional hardening approaches such as DICE latches could be used to further improve the total sensitive cross-section [20] .
B. Impact of Soft Error Distribution on SE Upset Sensitive Cross-Section
Sensitive cross-section estimates were also obtained by sizing 23% (50 nodes) and 100% of combinational logic cells [ Fig. 6(a) ] using the above transistor-sizing strategy. Soft errors corresponding to these nodes are shown in Fig. 6(b) . As expected, the cross-section of the circuit decreased as more nodes were hardened. To harden the entire circuit, some of the nodes required more than 3X increase in the device sizes to eliminate transients. The nodes requiring larger sizing factors were identified. SPICE simulations were performed on each of these nodes individually and the sizing factors to limit the transient to 0.5 were determined. Using these sizing factors, the area increase was estimated for hardening selectively and hardening all the nodes in the circuit.
VI. AREA ESTIMATION
Using the cell areas for the logic gates used in the circuit, an area estimate is obtained for selectively and fully hardening the combinational logic nodes in the 4-bit ALU slice. Fig. 7(b) shows the increase in area as a function of percentage of soft errors removed. From Fig. 7(a) we can see that 50% of the nodes contribute to 82% of the soft errors. The area of selectively hardening 50% of the nodes is 1.8 times the unhardened circuit area. Hardening all the nodes in the circuit by transistor sizing to eliminate the remaining 20% of the soft errors requires 2.97 times the unhardened circuit area, which is also a 65% increase compared to the selectively hardened circuit. Fig. 7(b) is analogous to an area versus hardness tradeoff curve.
As we try to harden more and more nodes, the return on the soft errors removed diminishes. This is because the nodes in the tail of the soft error distribution do not contribute as much to the total soft errors. Further, certain nodes in the tail of the distribution require greater than 3X increase in size to eliminate the soft errors. This results in an increased area penalty for hardening nodes in the tail of the distribution. A selectively hardened circuit can eliminate 82% of the soft errors and it requires only 61% of the area of a fully hardened circuit. Fig. 8 is a chart showing the number of soft errors removed per unit area increase for hardening various percentages of nodes. Selectively hardening 50% of the nodes remove more soft errors per unit area increase. For hardening 23% and 100% nodes, number of soft errors removed per unit area increase is approximately the same. This can be explained by studying Fig. 7 in detail. Fig. 7(b) is divided into three regions: 1) Region 1 (0-50% soft errors removed), 2) Region 2 (50%-82% soft errors removed), and 3) Region 3 (82%-100% soft errors removed). A majority of the nodes in Region 1 are AOI cells and multiplexers. Their high soft error probabilities indicate these cells are likely shared among various instructions.
Even though hardening nodes in the Region 1 eliminates 50% of the soft errors, the area penalty due to the larger cell area of these nodes reduces the hardening effectiveness. Region 2 consists of 27% of the nodes where a majority of the nodes are inverters. Increasing the size of inverters would incur a lower area penalty compared to sizing an AOI.
As we harden additional nodes in Region 3, the number of soft errors removed per hardened cell decreases. Also, some of the cells in Region 3 require larger than a 3X increase in drive-strength to eliminate soft errors, which further increases the area penalty. The choice is in the hands of the designer to select between area optimization and radiation hardness. For designs with some flexibility in the radiation hardness requirement, Region 2 offers a balance between the metrics of area and hardness.
VII. DISCUSSION
Both SEUTool and SPICE simulations show that all the nodes in the test circuit are sensitive for some combination of the input. However, some nodes in the circuit have active paths to the output more frequently than others. Sensitive cross-section also varies with the executed instruction. Variation of the sensitive cross-section with the instruction can be used to determine the sensitive cross-section curve for a given instruction mix to be executed. The frequency of instructions would influence the total sensitive cross-section. For example, an instruction mix with many arithmetic instructions would have a greater sensitive cross-section compared to an instruction mix with large number of logical instructions. The frequency mix of instructions would determine the sensitive nodes and cross-section of a circuit. Hence, it is difficult to calculate the absolute sensitive cross-section of a combinational logic circuit. For a specific application, sensitive nodes can be determined based on the average workload/frequency of instructions. The cross-section estimated from the average workload would be representative of the total sensitive cross-section of the circuit.
As the sensitivity of a node is dependent on the application and the workload, hardening all the nodes in the circuit may not be necessary. Using average workload, sensitive nodes can be determined and selectively hardened.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Future technologies with smaller feature sizes and higher operating frequencies would make the combinational logic more sensitive to soft errors. Hardening the combinational logic with traditional radiation hardening approaches, which involve hardening all the cells in the circuit, would result in huge area and performance penalties. A hardening methodology must be determined that achieves low soft error sensitivity with minimum area and performance penalties. Selective hardening could be successfully applied by identifying sensitive nodes in the circuit by taking into account circuit response, functionality, and architectural influence on the soft error sensitivity of the circuit. Results show that selective hardening strategies clearly have a distinct advantage over hardening the complete circuit. The methodology, when applied on a 4-bit ALU test circuit, results in a circuit which uses 61% of the area of a fully hardened circuit while providing a comparable level of radiation hardness.
